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Software Providers

Tableau Software Inc (DATA) of Seattle, Washington, was founded in 2003 to provide analytics software

internationally. Shares sneaked from a two-month slump trading up +3.52% at $44.41 in the past five days

through Friday. 

Products are used by people of diverse skill levels across all kinds of organizations, including Fortune 500

corporations, small and medium-sized businesses, government agencies, universities, research institutions,

and non-profits. As of December 31, 2015, the firm counted above 39,000 customer accounts located in over

a hundred countries.

International expansion will continue after 25% of fiscal 2015 total revenues came from customers located

outside  the  U.S.  and  Canada.  The  products  currently  support  eight  languages.  The  company  charges

approximately 25% of the price of the perpetual license for each year of maintenance service, although this

price may vary with regard to large enterprise sales.

Revenue in fiscal 2015 was $653.6 million from $412.6 million a year ago. The company’s growth did not

offset a net loss of -$83.7 million compared to net income of $5.9 million in 2014 and $7.1 million in 2013.

Based on future innovations and improved functionality, existing customers are expected to analyze data

from a large and expanding range of data stores.

“We have a professional services organization focused on both training and assisting customers to fully

leverage the use of our products,” Tableau said in the SEC filing.

Maintenance and services revenue is seen rising with customers entitled to receive support and unspecified

upgrades and enhancements if and when they become available during the maintenance term. The service

renewal rate is measured three months after the initial 12-month period ends to account for late renewals.

The aggregate service renewal rate for the 12-month period ended September 30, 2015 was over 90%.

Qlik Technologies Inc (QLIK) is working to reach more business units and geographies with a long-term

goal of broad deployment across teams. It makes data exploration software, used by customers in various

industries  such as  consumer  packaged goods,  financial  services,  pharmaceuticals,  retail,  manufacturing,

technology, and healthcare. Compound annual revenue grew by 18% since 2011 through 2015. 

“We have grown our customer base to approximately 38,000 active customers as of December 31, 2015,”

according to the SEC filing. 

Qlik was founded in 1993, and is now active in more than a hundred countries. In fiscal 2015 approximately

68% of revenue was derived internationally. Annual sales were $612.7 million, compared to   $556.8 million

in 2014 and $470.5 million in 2013. Products are licensed in aerospace, banking, media and entertainment,

and natural resources. 

The company posted net loss of -$11.6 million, compared to loss of -$8.9 million in 2014 and net income of

$3.4 million in 2013. Management moved from 91% licensing revenue and just 9% professional services to

53% license revenue, 38% maintenance revenue and 9% professional services revenue. Customers renew

maintenance agreements on an annual basis paying a fee as a percentage of the initial license. 



Qlik is headquartered in Radnor, Pennsylvania.  The stock stepped up from two-month lows, trading up

+10.50% at $22.75 in the past five days through Friday.

Demandware Inc (DWRE) recovered from two-month lows, trading up +4.80% to $34.79 in the past five

days through Friday.

The company supports the digital commerce universe via its enterprise-class, cloud-based products. It was

founded in 2004, based in Burlington, Massachusetts. The patent product includes cloud strategy alongside

community and related services to allow for predicting merchandises via points of sale, multi-brand and

multi-site rollouts, including access to social media channels and mobile applications. 

“Customers consist of retailers and branded manufacturers that operate principally in the following vertical

markets: apparel and footwear, health and beauty, home and garden, sporting goods, general merchandise

and other categories,” according to the SEC filing. 

Speaking of growth, since December 2011 through December 2015,  35% more customers  or  311 were

logged online, while the number of sites operating on DWRE’s system surged 43% to 1,506. Customers pay

a  subscription  fee  based  on  their  total  gross  revenue  that  is  processed  on  DWRE’s  program.  Thus

subscription revenue accounted for 84.7% in 2015, compared to 90.9% in 2014 and 89.8% in 2013.

The  company  acquired  Tomax  Corp  to  boost  its  service  revenue  value.  Sales  within  the  year  ended

December 31 tapped $322.9 million, not presenting unbilled contract backlog of $387.9 million. Contracts

typically run for three years, and may range up to seven years. Clients are rated considering the difference

between their resulting revenue share and the committed minimum fee.

Industry Outlook

E-commerce software spending in the U.S. will nearly double by 2019, with larger companies spending

$2.09 billion, up from $1.204 billion in 2014. That is a 12% compound annual growth rate. Spending on

related implementation and maintenance services will rise to $9.78 billion in 2019 from $5.12 billion in

2014. Outsourcing to vendors will also increase. 

Global big-data has been growing by 18.55% from annual revenue of $14.26 billion in 2014. Deploying

various vehicles and linking tools, software technologies and services may reach $23.76 billion in 2016. The

broader support industry may have tapped $50.1 billion in 2015, according to research reports. 

Software and hardware tools continue to get intuitive and user-friendly interfaces.  Tools may be instant

messaging,  video sharing,  and real-time location services within any factory’s  network and via  various

communication devices. Meanwhile, robotics reached an inflection point thereby using the right sensors is

critical to the computing power, speed and precision in a given process or protocol.

The niche of advanced and predictive analytics is seen rising to $3.4 billion in 2018 from the calculated $2.2

billion in 2013. The cyber security market reached $75 billion in 2015, and it is projected to grow 9.8%

annually  to  2020,  or  $170 billion.  Demand  is  higher  than  ever  in  health  care  with  respect  to  clinical

information and administrative services.

Support providers in (1) healthcare are Castlight Health Inc (CSLT), Cerner Corp (CERN), IMS Health

Holdings Inc (IMS), McKesson Corp (MCK), and Veeva Systems Inc (VEEV).  



In (2) security systems, revenue gainers  were  FireEye Inc (FEYE), BIO-Key International Inc (BKYE),

Gemalto NV (GTO:NA), Indra Sistemas SA (IDR:SM), Palo Alto Networks Inc (PANW), Symantec Corp

(SYMC).

Noteworthy in (3) broader e-business applications were Bazaarvoice Inc (BV), PFSweb Inc (PFSW), Speed

Commerce Inc (SPDC), TIE Holding NV (TIE:NA), Ultrasis Group Plc, VeriSign Inc (VRSN), Xero Ltd

(XRO:NZ). Pacific WebWorks Inc got delisted from the OTCBB in May 2011.

Among top-ranked software companies and partners are:  Accenture Plc  (CAN), Aerohive Networks Inc

(HIVE),  Attunity  Ltd  (ATTU),  Avaya  Inc,  Constellation  Software  Inc  (CSU.TO),  EMC  Corp  (EMC),

FireEye  Inc  (FEYE),  InterCloud  Systems  Inc  (ICLD),  Lexmark  International  Inc  (LXK),  Nuance

Communications  Inc (NUAN),  SAS AB (SAS:DC),  Speed Commerce Inc (SPDC),  Tech Mahindra Ltd

(TECHM:IN), TubeMongul Inc (TUBE), Unwired Planet Inc (UPIP), Upland Software Inc (UPLD), and

Xerox Corp (XRX). Nortel Networks Inc was delisted from the Toronto Stock Exchange in June 2009.

In manufacturing there have been bumps and scants along the way to digital transformations aimed to match

data and equipment, and so improve heavy-duty productivity. About 30% of machinery installed in Italian

enterprises is over 20 years old. Factory output in Japan jumped 3.7% in February since January despite

lower exports, subdued inflation and expected reversion of activity.

“Results  from new orders  achieved in  2015 are satisfactory and foster  a  positive outlook for the early

months of 2016,” according to an Italian official group of designers and manufacturers of machine tools.

”Foreign  orders  rose  +6.7% and domestic  orders  were up +18.1% for  the  year,”  with only a  marginal

slowdown in the fourth quarter.

General Electric Inc (GE) is developing software operations in each of its business lines with the goal of

building a $15 billion franchise during the mandate with the present chief executive officer. The goal is to

create  “a digital  industrial  company” and bet  on modernized energy markets.  By the end of  2016, GE

software will be used to monitor about 200,000 pieces of heavy-duty machinery. 

The tech giant  departed from its  capital  lending and appliances  branches,  while  acquiring Alstom SA’s

(ALO:FR)  power  generation  operations.  Alstom was  involved  in  (1)  railway  solutions  and  (2)  power

generation and emission pollutants.  

The  U.S.  government  has  been  advancing  efforts  to  protect  American  manufacturing  from  filching

intellectual  and  know-how property.  “It  could  be  physical,  it  could  be  malware,  connectivity,  internal,

external – and you can’t assume that your IT systems are simply going to protect that environment for you,”

a manager at Rockwell Automation Inc (ROK) said. 

Security  needs  to  be  embedded  in  the  business,  services  or  production  networks,  across  the  entire

infrastructure and software at the architectural level. A potential cyber attack may take 205 days on average

to get detected.  In view of such hacker threats,  wary relations are established with third-party vendors,

partners, present or former employees.

Cognitive Patterns

A leading  global concept  of  cognitive  assessment  software  is  the  Cambridge  Pattern.  It  is  a  pattern

recognition memory (PRM) test of visuals that are discerned in a two-choice forced paradigm.  The test is

used in research of prodromal Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases. 



In a five-minute task, the participant is given a series of visual patterns, one at a time, in the centre of the

screen. These patterns are designed so that they cannot easily be placed verbal labels. The participant is then

required to choose between a pattern they have already seen and a novel one. Repetition follows up.

The test has three outcome measures, including the number and percentage of correct trials, and the speed of

the participant’s response. To decide on the cognitive deficit  being considered,  the test  is often used in

conjunction with spatial recognition memory (SRM) before the paired associates learning (PAL) test.

Graduate-level  technologies  developed  by Cambridge  Cognition  Ltd  at  the  neuropsychological  reading

allow for research to be compatible across a diverse range of cross-cultural populations to produce globally

valid results. Domains include attention, decision making, executive function, and social cognition.

Cognitive modeling research was conducted at Pennsylvania State University and the University of Southern

California aiming to apply theoretical results to improve human-computer interfaces. The system named

Segmentation/Manipulation tested models such as mouse and key movements.

Domains examined were productivity applications, computer games, desktop telephone interfaces, and robot

navigation interfaces. 

Free Windows network simulation software and browser  were used at  the University of  Amsterdam to

inscribe data  sets  and online tasks on cognitive neuroscience for ten years  through 2008. The research

project was sponsored by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO). 

Mobility Management

The rules of most unified enterprise mobility solutions can streamline administration whereby employees

bring  their  own  device  while  the  confidential  data  is  protected.  It  is  sustaining  that  mobile  device

management (MDM) software vendors are adding new features every three to six months, on average.

“The number of companies where the chief executive officer doesn't like the MDM they deployed is in the

high 300s out of over 500 clients,” a research manager at Gartner Inc (IT) wrote.

Having  featured  mobile  services  changed when peoples’ devices  cross  from one country to  another  is

referent to different policies, integration capabilities, or a combined management suite. Clients’ patience is

critical even with big-name vendors, but also with smaller companies that obviously are still consolidating.

Just as content and apps providers are patient with regard to bringing four billion non-connected people onto

the World Wide Web. Time is facing up four major pillars to adoption: availability, affordability, relevance

and readiness, ZDNet wrote. 

The website cited the remote and urban efforts being made by Alphabet Inc (GOOG) and Facebook Inc (FB)

in terms of price, smart phone language, and socially adequate themes. 

A case in point is that people in India and Eastern Europe have to spend twice as much on mobile phone and

Internet services than is the cost of Internet connection and phone calls from the U.S. and the U.K.

IaaS Protocol 

Microsoft’s  Azure is a multi-purpose cloud computing architecture that clients use to build and manage

applications and services through a global network of Microsoft-managed data centers. MSFT is rewriting

the playbook according to changing infrastructure and layers in the PaaS and SaaS frameworks.



The network was announced in October 2008 and released on February 1, 2010. Customers are CNBC, GE

Healthcare (GE), 3M Co (MMM), Xerox, BMW, AccuWeather Inc, Heineken NV (HEIA:NA). 

Privacy policies are signed before users integrate MSFT’s cloud products. Further, clouds are grouped in

several  directories,  according  to  Wikipedia.org.  The  private  infrastructure  is  functional  within  a  single

organization, while the community cloud connects several organizations with common practices.  

The community cloud is managed internally or by a third-party, and either hosted internally or externally.

Additional types are frameworks named public, hybrid, public-resource computing, volunteer, inter-cloud,

and multi-cloud. 

MSFT introduced last  year  the Azure  learning public  preview -  a  real-time content  and video catering

service, with aggregating multiple events yet to be worked out. The company also extended its cross-link

cloud networking switch for Linux distribution. 

VMTurbo Inc once started a project to provide virtual resources on demand by accelerating application

development cycles. Then about two-thousands specialists designed OpenStack, a cloud operating system

that  is  led  and  updated  by  a  project  team  lead,  complying  with  standards  while  also  responding  to

community-driven change.

“Administrators  are  given  control  while  empowering  their  users  to  provision  resources  through a  web

interface,” VMTurbo wrote.

The architecture has a scheduler and drivers to connect and manage hypervisors on hosts to roll instances.

Such upswing is not a hypervisor itself, but the underlying hypervisor can include (1) VMware vSphere

based on ESX(i), (2) Microsoft Hyper-V server, (3) Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) for Linux on x86

hardware, Citrix XenServer, and (4) the Docker container for Linux. 

Clients are Best Buy Co Inc (BBY), legacy replacement guides on Cisco WebEx (CSCO), PayPal Holdings

Inc (PYPL), and Wal-Mart Stores Inc (WMT).

Deployment is contingent to be aligned with the clients’ onsite developers. In the case with Wal-Mart, the

cloud has been serving the store chain’s 140,000,000 weekly U.S. store and website visitors, with WMT’s

engineers enabling various marketing apps for vendors.

The extended features, modular layer and plug-in, grant the ability to run layer-3 networks and provide

dynamic host configuration protocol services to the running instances. Despite legacy workloads, it  was

found that OpenStack networking was sufficient for many customers and their developers’ environment. 

Intel  Corp  (INTC)  introduced  last  year  its  library  computing  application  to  turn  big-data  clusters  into

meaningful information with advanced analytics algorithms. The learning updates include better computer

vision and image processing. INTC’s data analytics is compatible with Linux, OS X and Windows.

Amazon.com Inc (AMZN) is known with its layer-3 cloud storage network, compatible with the retailer’s

wireless provision, identity and access management tools. 

Clients may request infrequent access and features like data migration gateways, near-line archive, disaster

recovery, and content distribution. Vendors pay only for the storage actually used, there is no minimum fee

and no setup cost. 



MP Interface

The optimization need with processors and shared processors requires that some minimum message-passing

interface (MPI) signals are being used to keep the machines busy.  It is ever more important to balance

between using (1) node memory and (2) memory that is on other systems on the network. 

Further, broadcast parameters are built in the processors. Each MPI node can calculate a partial error for the

data subset contained in local memory. However the process of multiple mapping and training is complex

and expensive, that is why single-instruction multiple data is preferable.

There is a staggering step up when proxy server versions are used, compared to no proxy bandwidth, and

31% advance over just a co-processor implementation. The modern high-performance computing network is

housing numerous racks that can be optimized with intelligent threats to achieve application precision.

On the hardware layer, the number of communications channels in each networking cluster is numerous,

thus forming a multi-tree configuration of sockets and cores.

Cray Inc (CRAY) of Seattle has developed its Storm product to boost graphics processing units (GPUs) in

data memory centers. While the servers started out successfully in government sectors, their networking

capabilities have gained traction in various commercial sectors including the oil and gas exploration.

“Optimization is based on high-density multi-GPU server nodes, designed for massively parallel computing

workloads,” an executive said. “Whether users collect data for strategic or day-to-day operations, they can

more efficiently and accurately convert raw data into actionable information.” 

Revenue in fiscal 2015 reached $718.53 million from $263.18 a year ago. Pre-tax margins jumped to 5.95%

from 1.73% with impact from non-operational activity. Annual earnings came in at $27.54 million or 68

cents a share, compared with $14.33 million or 40 cents a share last year. 

Cray appointed a new chief marketing officer who was previously employed with Sun Microsystems Inc, a

fully-owned  subsidiary  of  Oracle  Corp  (ORCL),  and  EMC  Corp  (EMC).  The  manager’s  background

recently involved partner programs driving more than $6 billion in revenue.

Peer  companies are Concurrent Computer  Corp (CCUR), International Business Machines Corp (IBM),

RadiSys Corp (RSYS), Silicon Graphics International Corp (SGI), Super Micro Computer Inc (SMCI), and

Teradata Corp (TDC).

Particle Dynamics

When data sets are large enough, it makes sense to offload as much of the clusters as possible. This means

using a coprocessor which can handle the thread count. 

With  the  MPI  model  it  is  fine  to  multiply  small  or  medium-sized  matrices.  However,  when  using  an

OpenMP version on coprocessors, the data transfers between successive offloads can break down the server

performance.

Therefore a more complex case involves the offloading of a particle dynamics (PD) application. The PD

compute kernel does not scale to thread counts to meet the coprocessor’s threading requirements. With eight

concurrent offloads of 30 threads each, trials have showed a 25% gain over using 240 threads with a single

offload.



The kernel operating system is usually loaded in kernel space, whereas things users normally do, such as

writing text in editor boxes or running graphic programs, is done in user space. Such separation prevents

entered data from interfering with kernel data and thereby avoiding risks of system crashing. 

Accelerators

Applications that use 3D finite difference calculations require knowledge of mathematical algorithms to

make networking modifications. The engineer choices are referring to the arithmetic intensity (AI), which

measures efficiency by comparing the flops and memory access. 

For a given computer system, the peak performance in terms of flops can be calculated as a function of clock

speed, number of cores and sockets, and processing power per central-processing unit (CPU) cycle. The

achievable acceleration rate is then determined by looking at memory bandwidth benchmarks.

The  weather  research  and  forecasting  model  is  an  open  source  weather  prediction  application.  Its

microphysics features are very time consuming in responding to atmospheric heat and moisture tendencies.

It is a numerical module designed to take advantage of coprocessors, manual optimization, newer versions

of  hardware,  replications  of  cached  data,  and  vector  alignment  –  before  loops  and  reducing  memory

footprint per thread.

Embedded PCs

Dell Inc launched new embedded PC models: the box 5000 series and the box 3000 series. More limited

power is suitable in retail, automated vending devices, and vehicles. The 5000 series is used in industrial and

Internet-of-things (IoT) settings, powered by Intel Corp’s (INTC) processors.

Dell is a subsidiary of Denali Intermediate Inc based in Round Rock, Texas. The private computer designer

recently opened Singapore lab to service customers in the Asia Pacific region, in collaboration with Intel. 

At this lab the company will focus on speeding the connection of legacy systems to the cloud. Two other

global sites are in the U.S. and Ireland. 

Last but not least, the evolution of virtual reality, smart phones, connected cars, and IoT were discussed in

very great detail at the Mobile World Congress 2016 - mobileworldcongress.com that closed on March 2 in

Barcelona. 

Indeed vehicle manufactures want to gain the lead in mobility and applications, with the likes of Ford Motor

Co (F), Jaguar Land Rover Ltd, Volvo AB (VOLVB:SS), and Toyota Motor Co (TM) all investing in the

area. 

Companies  like  LG  Electronics  Inc  (066570.KS),  Red  Hat  Inc  (RHT),  Prisma  Telecom  Testing,  and

Samsung Electronics Co Ltd (SSNLF) presented at the show. Most participating companies are active in

Europe, the Middle East, and Asia.

Red Hat’s enterprise Linux images are now available on Microsoft’s Azure container service as a public

review, according to previous partnership talks in November. Employees fancy container technology running

far more applications within the same known capacity.


